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Abstract 
 

This paper describes the presence service which is located in the IP multimedia 
subsystem (IMS). This service allows creation of many applications for different 
groups of people. This paper describes the number of transmitted messages in the 
network intended for users who track statuses of other users. Apart from the 
number of the messages it also deals with the composition of these messages. 
Here we describe the difference between these models of communication. 
Specifically we talk about the push model, the pull model and the combined 
model. We compare these models and choose which to use and when. 
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1 Introduction 
 

Originally, each service or group of services had its own network for its use. 
The idea of the Next Generation Networks (NGN) came with the development of 
technology. This network would be shared by all services. IMS is one of the forms 
of NGN [1]. IMS joins networks with packet switching and circuit switching. The 
signalization protocol in IMS is Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) [2-3]. It 
transmits voice through Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) [4-6]. It offers a 
number of advantages. Integration of new services into this system does not 
require significant interference with the structure of the network. Sufficient 
quality of these services is guaranteed thank to the implementation of QoS 
parameters.  

 
The presence service should inform others about the user´s status and enable the 

user to see statuses of others [7]. It is transmitted through the extension of SIP 
protocol for instant messaging and the presence of SIMPLE [8]. This protocol 
allows the transmission of messages over the network without changes when the 
service is deployed. Messages are created as XML documents. They have a format 
PIDF [9] and its various extensions such as Rich Presence Information Data Format 
RPID [10]. 
 
 
2 IP Multimedia Subsystem 
 

IMS consists of three layers: transport, control and application. The transport 
layer is the lowest. This layer has two roles. The first role is to secure the access 
of devices from different types of networks (GPRS, UMTS, IP, PSTN...) through 
gateways. The second role is to transfer messages from the user to the control 
layer, or from one user to another user through IP data network. The control layer 
is the core of the IMS network. It controls the communication and creates 
connections among users. It directs messages through three Call Session Control 
Function (CSCF) servers. P-CSCF is an entry point to IMS. I-CSCF is used at 
registration and communication between two IMS networks. S-CSCF is a central 
point of direction. It communicates with application servers. Home Subscriber 
Server (HSS) is a database where user profiles and data for the services are stored. 
The Subscriber Location Function (SLF) selects the database from several HSSs. 
The application layer provides services. There are three types of servers. SIP 
application server for applications using the SIP protocol. OSA (Open Service 
Access) application server is independent from the used protocol thank to 
Application Programming Interface (API) between the server and the control layer. 
CAMEL is an application server used for applications created in networks through 
circuit connections [6]. 
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Fig 1: Architecture of IMS 

 
 
3. Presence architecture 
 

Presence architecture is shown in figure 2. It has three levels: agents, entities 
and a server. Agents collect information from various sources. These are various 
programmes on network elements. Presence network agent collects information 
from the network elements. Presence user agent collects information from the 
user´s device. Presence external agent collects information from other networks. 
Watcher presence agent provides information for the watcher. 

Entities are characterized by the fact that they can work with SIP messages (UE, 
S-CSCF, AS). Entities are divided into two types. Presentity (Presence entity) 
provides information about itself and the Watcher observes the status of the others 
[14]. The presence server gathers and sends information to users and stores them 
in XML documents. One part of the server receives the messages and assigns them 
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to the correct user. The second part creates lists of users for the watcher and sends 
him their status together. The third part (XML document manager server – XDMS) 
supports other parts of the Presence server. For example it knows which watcher 
is authorized to observe the presentity. This application server is designed so that 
it can control a number of messages. One of the possibilities is a periodic sending 
of messages. If there are more messages than the server can send, it puts them into 
a waiting queue or if the waiting queue is full then the server deletes the messages 
[15]. 
 

 
Fig 2:  Presence service architecture 

 
 

4. Messages 
 

The presence service uses three types of SIP requests for communication – 
Publish, Subscribe and Notify.  In the request the Publish presentity sends 
information about its status. Subscribe request is sent by the watcher, if he 
requests information about the status of presentities. There is a filter in this 
request where the watcher declares which presentities he wants to track. There can 
also be an information subscription period. The second possibility is that the 
presentity sends a Subscribe request to find out about the tracker. The server 
announces the status of presentities to the watcher through a Notify request. All 
requests are confirmed by SIP replies (e.g. 200 – OK, 401 – Unauthorized).   

Information in the subject of the request is organized into groups called “tuple”. 
The arrangement of the information is described in the Presence data model. This 
model consists of four parts – URI of presence, group “people”, group “services” 
and group “devices”. URI of presence together with SIP URI identifies the user of 
the service and it is unique for each participant. Basic statistic (gender) and 
dynamic (mood) information about the user is stated in the group “people”. The  
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group “services” contains information about the specific service, e.g. status – 
online/offline. The group “devices” informs about classification options of the 
users (video call support). The user in IMS has more classifications, that is why 
there are more groups [16]. 

 
Fig 3: Communication 

 
5. Push model and pull model 
 

The Push model is a model where the watcher logs in the server to get 
information. This way the watcher is constantly informed about the current status 
of presentities. The Pull model represents a model where the watcher only detects 
the current status and ignores the changes. Choosing one of these models 
represents the most significant difference in the character of the service. This 
choice determines the number of transmitted messages and informedness of the 
watchers [15]. 

 
Fig 4: Presence service data model [16] 
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Fig 5: Comparison of transmitted messages 

Transmitted messages of individual models are shown in figure 5. In the first 
step it is assumed that all users have informed the server about their status. In the 
second step in the push model, the watcher connects to the service – for instance 
automatically when turning on a mobile phone. The watcher sends messages 
about the initiation of the subscription and the server sends him the status of the 
presentities. There is nothing sent in the Pull model, because the user has not 
started using that particular service. In the third step the user D sends information 
about the change of his status to the server, also the watcher gets this information 
in the pull model. At the same time the watcher wants to call one of the users. No 
message to the presence service has to be sent in the push model, because the 
watcher is informed about the status of the users. In the request model the user 
first finds out about the status of presentities and only then starts the calling. Only 
the user C changes his status in the fourth step and only the watcher in the pull 
model is informed about this. In the fifth step user B changes his status twice. The 
watcher in the model of request has just checked the status of these two changes 
and is not informed about the current status of user B. In the sixth step user 
A changes the status and watchers in both models are informed about this. In the 
seventh step the watcher logs out of the service. He quitted subscription in the 
push model.   

There are shortcomings in the model of request in the period when presentity 
changes its status after the server already sends the Notify message and the 
watcher still checks the status of presentities. This shortcoming can be eliminated 
when the watcher, after receiving of the status of the presentities, follows changes 
of the status of presentities. Due to this the number of messages is increased, but 
the user can be sure, that the status of presentities is current even after a longer  
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time when the first message was sent.  
  The choice of the model does not influence the number of publish messages, 
that is why this paper does not deal with these messages in detail. These messages 
are described in [17]. Pushsubscribe messages are created when the watcher wants to 
log in (subinitial), extend (subrefresh) and log out (subterminal) the information 
subscription from the server. Pullsubscribe messages are created when the watcher 
wants to find out about the current status of the entities through a subinitial message 
[18]. In the joined model the push_pullsubscribe messages will be sent at the 
initiation and refreshing of the information subscription from the server. Notify 
messages are a response to either the Publish message (notifypub) or Subscribe 
message (notifysub). Watchers represent an average number of watchers per one 
presentity. The number of notifypub messages is percentually decreased in the 
joined model, depending on the watching parameter. The watching parameter is 
set as the ratio of the average tracking of presentities and total time.  

refreshinalterminitialsubscribe subsubsubpush ++=       (1) 

initialsubscribe subpull =       (2) 

refreshinitialsubscribe subsubpullpush +=_       (3) 

subpubnotify notifynotifypush +=       (4) 

subnotify notifypull =       (5) 

watchingnotifynotifypullpush pubsubnotify ._ +=      (6) 

initialsub subnotify =       (7) 

publishwatchiersnotify pub .=       (8) 

To set the number of transmitted data is it necessary to know also the average 
size of individual messages, not only the number of messages. Subscribelen is the 
average size of Subscribe messages. The average size of Notify messages differs 
according to the type of the message. Notifysub messages contain information 
about status of all users and that is why the average size of notifysub_len is bigger 
than notifypub_len, which is an average size of notifypub messages. 

 
 

6. Model comparison  
 

Picture 6 compares ratios of transmitted messages of individual models. Graphs 
a, d, g describe the push model. The pull model is described in graphs b, d, h. The 
remaining three graphs c, e, i show the combined model. Watching in the graphs 
for the combined model is 0,1. Parameters of the individual graphs are as follows:  

 
a, b, c - publish 1000 watchers 1-200 subscribe 600 
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d, e, f - publish 1-1000 watchers 50 subscribe 600 
e, h, i - publish 1000 watchers 50 subscribe 1-200 
 

It is clear from the graphs that Notify messages are significantly more dominant 
in the push model. The number of Notify messages was decreased in the pull 
model. The number of Notify messages is only higher in case when watchers 
check the status of presentities more often than presentities change their status. 
Notify messages prevail in the combined model, although their number is almost 
ten times lower than in the push model.  
 

 

Fig 6: Ratio of transmitted messages 
  

When comparing the models it is important how often the watchers will check 
the status of presentities. In the pull model the watcher sends a Subscribe message 
every time he checks the status. He receives a reply to this message, which 
contains the number of all users. In the push model Subscribe is only sent upon 
initiation and termination of information subscription from the server. The 
watcher receives a message with all statuses upon logging in and then receives 
messages only when the status is changed. Messages about the status change are 
much smaller than the first Notify message. Picture 7 shows a relation of the 
number of transmitted data and the number of viewing of the status of entities in 
certain time. Parameters for this graph are as follows: 
  
subscribelen= 3 kB 
notifysub_len = 60 kB 
notifypub_len = 2 kB 
pushsubscribe = 450 
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pullsubscribe = 100- 300 
notifysub = 150 
notifypub = 1000 
 
 

 
Fig 7: Ratio of transmitted messages 

 
 

The selection of the model can be set according to relation 11, where E sets the 
ratio among the number of transmitted messages in various models of 
communication. Pull model will be more effective if E<1 according to this 
relation, other times it will be better to select a different model.  

 

lenpubpublensubsub

lensubscribemessages

notifynotifynotifynotify

subscribepushpush

__ ..

.

+

+=       (9) 

lenpubpublensubsub

lensubscribemessages

notifynotifynotifynotify

subscribepushpush

__ ..

.

+

+=       (10) 

 

messages

messages

pull
push

E =       (11) 

 
The choice between the push and the combined model depends on the time of 
watching the status of presentities by watchers. If the average checking time is for 
instance 55 seconds, the combined model with the period of sending messages 
subrefresh is one minute. Then even if the watcher does not check the status of 
presentities, a number of redundant notifypub messages is not sent. When the time 
of watching is long, for instance 3 hours, it is better to use the push model with 
a longer period of subrefresh messages, bearing in mind that when the status 
subscription is terminated, a subterminal message is sent. Table 1 shows when it is 
appropriate to use the given model.  
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Table 1. Model comparison 

Model Time of watching Detection of 
states 

Push model Long Often 
Pull model Instant state Sometimes 

Combined model Short Often 
 
 

7. Conclusion 
 

Presence service is one of the key services in IMS. It allows creation of a huge 
number of applications which can share information. The service itself should be 
the source of a great number of messages, that is why it is important to know the 
character of the service before its usage in a network. Three main questions arise 
when selecting an appropriate communication model. How long and how often 
will the watcher check the status of presentities and how many messages can be 
transmitted over the network. If the watchers only need to check the status of 
presentities from time to time and they immediately use it – it is appropriate to use 
the pull model. If aside from the occasional checking of the status, watchers also 
check the status for a longer period of time – it is necessary to use the combined 
model. The push model is appropriate when checking is permanent. The push 
model and the combined model are appropriate when the checking of the status of 
presentities is frequent. The pull model is appropriate with occasional checking. 
In the network with unlimited resources it is necessary to properly identify the 
behaviour of watchers and then select an appropriate model with the help of the 
relation 9 and figure 7. The key question here is how often the watcher will check 
the status of presentities. If the network does not meet the parameters required by 
the service in any way, it is necessary to use other possibilities to decrease the 
number of transmitted messages. This can be achieved for instance by decreasing 
the number of watchers with the help of a filter, connecting Notify messages or 
compression of messages.  
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